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Abstract
In this paper, we present VisualBib, a Web application, which allows users to create, vi-
sualize, modify, explore, and share bibliographies and the related citation networks, using
innovative diagrams, called narrative views. The metadata are retrieved in real-time from
four existing bibliographic indexes, Scopus, OpenCitations, and CrossRef/Orcid. Bibliogra-
phies and views are formally described and modelled using zz-structures, a semantic, not-
hierarchical data model. VisualBib has been evaluated through two evaluation studies, one
focused on the quantitative side and another on the qualitative side. Taking into account
both studies, they evaluate the tool regarding the effectiveness performing tasks, usability,
graphic layout and other questions specific to the VisualBib features. The evaluation throws
positive significant results in all areas when compared to Scopus searching features.
Keywords: Visual bibliographies, Visualization, Narrative views, Citation networks,
Zz-structures, Bibliographic indexes, Web application, Visual organizers.
1. Introduction
A common task for researchers consists in the exploration of the scientific literature for
creating and saving, in a reusable format, significant scientific references on specific research
topics. The searches are generally carried out on big citation indexes like Scopus, Web of
Science (WOS), CrossRef, Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic, OpenCitations and others,
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by specifying a set of keywords, the title of a publication or the author names. The results
are generally presented in a long list of items, where it is not simple to identify the relations
between papers (for example, co-authors, co-citations, temporal order of publications), the
typologies of publications (journal, conference, book) or to get a general idea of a specific
author’s production. Furthermore, each subsequent search brings new results; attempting to
aggregate the data would require a considerable effort for the researcher who should manually
examine them, find the connections and discard duplicate entries in order to consolidate a
set of significant papers.
The idea of adopting visual representations, to show bibliographic data and support
users in their analysis and interpretation, has been widely studied [1] and several tools for
the visualization of citation networks have been proposed [2]. Unfortunately, all these tools
work on bibliographic datasets, which must be retrieved in advance from specific citation
indexes. They do not manage multiple sources of data, except through a manual merge of
specific datasets; they do not offer rapid methods to share a bibliography.
Our proposal is to offer a new Web application called VisualBib, that interfaces directly
with four large bibliographic data providers through API (Application Programming Inter-
face) services in order to retrieve updated information about papers, authors and citations.
From a task-oriented point of view, we have identified three main purposes for using
VisualBib:
• The visual representation of bibliographies through an overall and interactive
view that highlights the semantic connections between authors and papers, the distri-
bution of publications and publication types over time and some collaboration metrics.
The proposed VisualBib’s main interface, called narrative view, is presented in Sec-
tion 3 and formally defined in Section 6.
• The support for the creation of bibliographies through the real-time query of
multiple bibliographic indexes, the selection and integration of the retrieved data, the
exploration of the citation networks, the importing of external BibTeX archives and
the progressive refinement of the bibliography.
• The sharing of bibliographies via the Web, their saving on a cloud space, their
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embedding in external Web pages or their exporting in a standard format.
VisualBib has been designed and implemented as an personal assistant for researchers
who would like to represent, communicate and share their selections of the scientific produc-
tion in a certain topic/domain related to a given author (or set of authors); it represents
a visual tool able to query in real-time different bibliographic indexes and provide visual
analytics insights.
Two previous papers on VisualBib [3, 4] introduce the first prototype of VisualBib and
some initial experimental results. In this work, we describe formally and informally the
VisualBib app. The new contribution of this work is mainly focused on:
• formal description of VisualBib in terms of zz-structures, with the formal definitions
of two new deep and narrative views;
• integration of the two new bibliographic indexes, CrossRef and Orcid, used in a com-
bined way;
• introduction of new features, like MachtAuthor ; Import/Export BibTeX ; the insertion
of a histogram, representing the distribution over time of the publications; an area chart,
illustrating the distribution of the publications types; and the possibility of multiple
selection of authors to highlight the publications in common and their number;
• proposal of some new graphic aspects of the application, like the organization of the
search section, the disposition of the items in the narrative view, the highlight of search
result in the view and in the list of papers;
• comparative analysis of the API provided by the major current bibliographic indexes;
• a new quantitative and qualitative evaluation, on larger group of participants, and on
a more extensive and articulated questionnaire.
A dedicated Website http://visualbib.uniud.it documents the evolution of the applica-
tion and allows interested people to use it.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, emphasiz-
ing open issues and challenges in visual representation of bibliographies; Section 3 presents
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our tool, VisualBib, introducing its basic functionalities and user interface; Section 4 presents
a list of low-level data analysis tasks supported by our tool in comparison with existing bib-
liographic indexes and analyzes the API services offered by them; Section 5 proposes a
formal semantic data model of VisualBib based on zz-structures; Section 6 formalizes two
new original zz-views, the deep view and the narrative view, integrated in the user interface
of VisualBib; Section 7 describes the architecture of VisualBib and some implementation
details of the modules; Section 8 illustrates a comparative (VisualBib-Scopus) quantitative
and qualitative user evaluation of VisualBib. Conclusions and future work end the paper.
2. Related work
A general survey [1] examines 109 different visual approaches to analyze scientific lit-
erature and patents, that came to light between 1992 and 2016; this work, together with
an interactive visual survey [5] of 400 different techniques for text visualization and with a
graphical review [6] of the research on visual languages from 1995 to 2014, highlights the
fundamental role of visual representations for a meaningful use of publications’ metadata for
scientific communities. Starting from these studies and from the rest of current literature,
we focus our attention on:
• a set of interesting visual tools, which propose graphic representations of bibliographic
data and support researchers in exploring bibliographies. However, it must be said that
the purpose of these tools is the visual analysis of large bibliographic dataset in order to
cluster information and highlight relations and data patterns, while VisualBib is a tool
conceived to support researchers in building up and managing small and medium-sized
bibliographies as dynamic spaces where it is possible to add, delete, explore and merge
new data. For this reason, the application we propose is not directly comparable with
these tools; hence, we discuss and compare only some specific aspects;
• ten, widely-used bibliographic indexes, as, for example, AMiner, Google Scholar, MS
Academic, Scopus, WOS.
Comparison with ten visual tools. Table 1 compares ten tools considering the proposed views,
the typology of implementation (Web or stand-alone application), the modality of retrieving
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Table 1: Comparing some technical aspects of 11 visual tools.
data (using pre-built datasets or querying bibliographic indexes in real-time) and eventually
integrating them from multiple sources, and the status of the development. The last row of
Table 1 is dedicated to VisualBib.
Some general considerations are possible: the majority of them emerged some years ago,
and is no longer under active development : the only two active projects are CiteSpace [7]
and VOSviewer [11], two freely available domain visualization tools for analyzing emerging
trends and changes in scientific literature. None of them is a real-time application, in the
sense that they work on pre-built datasets, or allow the user to upload limited datasets
obtained from WOS or other repositories; only VOSviewer can download data through API
(i.e., CrossrefAPI, Europe PMCAPI, and several others). The possibility of data integra-
tion from multiple sources is not supported (only partially by VOSviewer); the tools accept
specific input formats (for example, datasets generated by WOS, or by Scopus, or created
manually). Furthermore, the majority of them have been conceived not as Web applications
but as stand-alone applications, so requiring the download and the installation.
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In experiments performed by Klein et al. [17], they observed that “switching between com-
pletely different visualizations confuse the users”; the variety of views proposed by several
tools becomes a limitation for their usability; some tools, among them, BiblioViz [9] limits
the possible views to only table and network 2D/3D views of bibliographic data; VisualBib
uses a unique comprehensive, holistic view, while the major part of them propose several,
also very different, views. PaperLens [8] tightly couples views across papers, authors and
references in order to empathize the popularity of a topic, the degree of separation of authors
and the most cited papers/authors; CiteWiz [10] deals with authors, citations and metadata,
features three different views; PaperCube [12], an evolution of CircleView, offers a suite of
alternative visualizations based on graphic, hierarchy, and timeline structures. Cybis [13]
uses a visive metaphor representing both papers and terms in a cylinder located in the 3D
euclidean space. The genealogy of citation patterns, Citeology [14] connects the titles of
papers organized in a chronological layout, using a generalized fisheye view; PivotPaths [15]
uses a graph representation of authors, publications, and keywords, all integrated in an at-
tractive interface with smooth animations; the demo available online works on a limited
dataset of papers in the fields of HCI, information retrieval, and visualization (up to 2012).
CitNetExplorer [16] allows visualization of citation networks, offering expansion and reduc-
tion operations and clustering of publications. Since most relevant features of VisualBib
are the opportunity for the users to manage bibliographies, creating, updating, and editing
them, exploring cited/citing papers, exporting and sharing them, we consider these aspects,
compared to the ten application of Table 1. We noted that all these tools do not allow
users to dynamically choose the list of papers to insert in the bibliography; they use static
datasets. The editing of the bibliography, for example, identifying and merging duplicate
entries for a same author is only possible editing the dataset; the list of cited/citing papers
is often browsable, but only limited modalities exist to choose each of them and extend the
set of papers in the current view; only three tools [7, 11, 16] enable users to export and only
one [16] to share their bibliographies.
Comparison with ten bibliographic indexes. We consider the presence of graphical views in
existing bibliographic indexes, which we will analyze in details, on a different perspective, in
Section 4. Some of them begin to propose some visual representation, mainly relatively to
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some metrics (such as h-index, for example). Unfortunately, they do not offer comprehensive
and general views on a bibliography, but visualize single metrics; neither the opportunity to
compare two or more authors at run-time: AMiner [18] is (together WOS, see below) the
most graph rich: it shows some author statistics in a radar diagram, the research interests
in a river diagram, all the co-authors in a star graph, and the scholar’s trajectory in a map.
Google Scholar [19] shows, chosen an author, the histogram of citations over years; Microsoft
Academic [20] uses a similar histogram, adding also the number of papers; Scopus visualizes
for the authors their h-index graph, a histogram for citations, and various pie/line charts
related to their production (documents by sources, by type, by year, by subject). Scopus [21],
WOS [22] and Google Scholar are the only which allow users to create lists of selected
papers: Scopus offers for this specific bibliography pie/line charts, while WOS proposes for
16 different components (like WOS Categories, Publication Years, etc.) 16 different tree (or
alternatively bar) diagrams, and a set of separated histograms to describe so-called citation
report. CiteSeerX [23], CrossRef [24], DBLP [25], OpenAire [26], OpenCitations [27], and
Orcid [28] do not present visual representations of (meta)data.
In summary: considering the specific tools, the active projects are few; none of them uses
”live” repositories; few tools enable users to dynamically update, edit, export and share their
bibliographies; the interfaces are not always usable and the system are not Web applications;
considering the existing bibliographic indexes, they not offer interesting visual support for a
researcher, interested in the creation, management and sharing of a bibliography.
3. Basic functionalities and some screenshots of VisualBib
VisualBib is an online application, freely available for research and teaching, not for
commercial purposes. The first prototype has been released in September 30, 2017; the
version 1.0 in February 15, 2018 and version 2.0 in September 1, 2018. In the version 2.22,
described in this paper, VisualBib retrieves data in real-time from the Scopus, OpenCitations
and CrossRef/Orcid repositories. For querying Scopus, being a commercial service, it is
2The detailed phases of the app development are available online http://visualbib.uniud.it/en/
development/
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necessary to navigate in VisualBib from a subscriber’s domain in order to get the required
data from the Scopus API.
The data providers available in the current version were chosen after evaluating the
eligibility of the metadata provided by various data sources (as illustrated in next Section 4).
A user can create or enrich a bibliography in various ways:
1. searching for a paper, by its DOI (Digital Object Identifier), or, in Scopus, also by
Scopus id;
2. searching for an author by nominative, or ORCiD (Open Researcher and Contributor
ID), or, by the identifiers applied by the chosen index, in order to retrieve the list of
his/her papers and then by selecting what to import;
3. uploading a set of references in .bib format;
4. starting from a paper in the bibliography, retrieve and explore its cited/citing papers.
Figure 1: The main interface of VisualBib.
In the first two cases, user starts choosing one of the 3 available indexes (in Figure 1, top-
left, the selected index is Scopus), and fills the appropriate fields of the form; in the third
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case, the user selects the button Import BibTeX and upload a file in BibTeX format; in the
last case, the user explores the cited/citing papers, following the procedure discussed below
and illustrated in the Figure 2. The result will be the visualization of the bibliography in
Figure 2: Adding cited/citing relationships.
a narrative view. Figure 1, bottom, displays the narrative view generated by searching the
name of a given author (“Dattolo A.”): in order to disambiguate between homonyms, the list
of 4 found authors is enriched with their name, and, if present, ORCiD, affiliation, subject
areas, and OpenCitations’s id. Once the user selects the author, the system will fetch the list
of the publications, showing a progress bar and an estimation of the residual loading time.
In the case of long lists, a stop button is displayed to allow user to interrupt the loading
process and examine the partial set of retrieved data. A form containing the ordered list of
found papers is then presented to the user who can choose the subset of the publications to
import in the narrative diagram, shown at the bottom of Figure 1.
The narrative view (see next Section 6) is a 2-dimensional space: the horizontal dimension
is the time, discretized by years; the vertical dimension is spatial and is used to properly
organize authors’ names, papers and their relationships. The diagram includes the last
names of the authors involved in at least one paper of the current set: each author is
associated with a goldenrod line that connects all his/her papers, from the oldest to the
newest, giving an indication of the author’s professional path (clearly limited to the set
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of imported publications) over the years. The papers are represented by colored, round-
cornered square items (in blue and green in Figure 1). Following the second column of the
legend of Figure 1, on the bottom-left:
• the three different icons associated to publications distinguish between journal papers ;
books or book chapters ; conference or workshop proceedings. If the type is different or
unknown, an empty icon is associated to the item;
• the color of the icons indicates the papers state: blue is associated to a completely
loaded paper (all the needed data and metadata have been loaded); gray indicates
a partially loaded paper, which has been retrieved during a cited/citing search (this
operation returns only a subset of papers metadata); magenta is used to emphasize
semantic relationships during user interaction, as described later; and, finally, green
marks the papers found by means of a textual search (in Figure 1, they are the papers
found looking for “museum” - 2 papers found).
3.1. Visual analytics and information discovery
VisualBib enables users to accomplish some visual analysis tasks on the current bibliog-
raphy by interacting with the narrative view diagram. In the following we illustrate how our
tool supports the extraction of bibliographic data and the exploration of the relationships
and the citations network.
Distribution of papers and publication types over time. The histogram above the timeline
in Figure 1 shows the distribution of the papers by year of publication, while the overlying
area chart, the frequencies of the three publication types: moving the mouse over the col-
ored areas or on the three (publication types) icons, the histogram changes for showing the
corresponding counters.
Paper metadata. Clicking over a paper icon, a pop-up window (see Figure 2, top-left) shows
its bibliographic data, where the authors names, the title, the id and the DOI of the paper
are links towards dedicated Web pages. An extended description is accessible by clicking on
the “i” icon: the amount of metadata presented depends on the source index and can be
integrated, querying the Scopus API through the “Seek metadata” feature, discussed later.
Citation network. A click on the four-arrows icon (see Figure 2, top-left) and the next choice
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of the index where to search citations (in our example Scopus), loads, in a separate form, the
list of cited/citing papers (Figure 2, center) found on the selected data source. Within each
selection list, containing respectively all the cited/citing papers, each item already in the
diagram, appears highlighted in blue. Users may select, from the two lists, the documents of
their interest and import them (with the relative relations) in the diagram. In the example
of Figure 2, the user chooses to import the three pre-selected papers plus a new one and,
as shown on the right of the same Figure 2 the cited/citing relations become visible as blue
dashed lines.
The production of an author and some collaboration metrics. By clicking over an author
label (Figure 3, left), the application emphasizes in magenta the path connecting all his/her
papers in the current bibliography, from the oldest to the newest. The number in brackets,
Figure 3: Visual analytics of collaboration networks and views on the papers related to a given selection.
appended to the author’s labels, indicates, for the selected author, the number of papers in
the bibliography and, for all the other authors, the number of publications in common with
the first selected one. The authors without collaborations with him/her are temporarily
obscured by applying partial transparency to the corresponding labels, as shown in Figure 3,
left, for the author placed under the paper icon. Furthermore, when we select an author, a
search icon appears on the left of the name making possible to search the papers available
on a specific index (the three icons which appear on the name Dattolo in Figure 3, left).
Co-authored papers and multiple collaborations. When users select more than one author,
by clicking on each name (Figure 3, center) all the papers in common between the selected
authors are emphasized in magenta and the number of papers written in collaboration with
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the current set of the selected authors is reported near each name. Also in this case the
authors without collaborations with the selected ones are temporarily obscured. When an
author is selected, or deselected by clicking again on the label, all collaboration counters, the
histogram and the area chart are updated to reflect the current set of co-authored papers.
Related papers. Finally, by moving the cursor over a paper icon, the narrative view highlights
the network of cited/citing papers and the paths relative to the co-authors and their papers
(related papers). The focus paper is emphasized in magenta while a salmon color is applied
to related papers (Figure 3, right).
3.2. Other features
In addition to visual analysis of bibliographies, VisualBib offers a dynamic environment to
progressively expand and refine a them through some features we illustrate in the following.
List papers. To generate the list of the references of all the loaded papers, in textual format.
Seek metadata. To check for the availability of additional metadata for each paper in the
bibliography imported from Scopus comprising the list of assigned keywords, the abstract,
the citation count, the open access flag, the publication name, the publisher and others.
Match authors. Since VisualBib retrieves papers and authors metadata from multiple providers,
the automatic matching of the same author is only applied if a univocal ORCiD code is avail-
able.
The Match authors feature offers users a wizard in order to merge redundant data.
Save on local. It performs the saving of the current bibliography into the local storage of
the browser. At the next load of the application page, if a bibliography is available in the
local storage, the system will ask the user whether to reload or ignore it.
Save on cloud. It offers users the possibility to save the bibliography in a remote database.
A saved bibliography can be accessed from anywhere if provided by a specific link: the user
can share the bibliography in read-only (or in read-write) mode with students or colleagues.
VisualBib generates also an embed code which allows users to embody a bibliography, in the
narrative view format, into an external web page.
Email my bibliographies. Entering an email address, the list of the owned bibliographies,
including all the read-write and read-only links will be sent to the user. In the message user
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will also find the links to permanently delete any of the listed bibliographies.
Export/Import BibTeX. It allows users to automatically export (resp. import) a bibliogra-
phy in the .bib format. In the BibTeX file produced by export, some not standard fields
are added to encode the authors and the citation information, necessary to recover, during
a next import, all the relations between items.
4. Data analysis
In previous Section 2, we analyzed the lacking of graphical components in ten, well-known,
bibliographic indexes; since they index millions of papers, authors and related metadata, they
represent for us the real-time datasets from which potentially extract the metadata neces-
sary for using our tool. In the Table 2, applying the analytic task taxonomy in information
visualization proposed in [29], we list, in the first column, the low-level data analysis tasks,
supported in VisualBib; in the second, the corresponding user visual interactions and, in
the third, the related items in the taxonomy. Then, for each user task, we indicate if it is
supported in ten of the major bibliographic indexes. We note that, excluding Scopus and
WOS, the other indexes support, in a sparse way or partially, these user tasks. At this
level of analysis, we considered the functionalities usable directly by the Web platform of
these indexes, without considering that some metadata or tasks could be performed com-
bining metadata, provided, for example, by API; a limiting case is OpenCitations, that only
manages simple search operations, but provides an interface for executing SPARQL queries.
In order to investigate the feasibility of integrating in VisualBib various bibliographic
indexes as real-time data sources, we individuate the following list of specifications:
Paper’s metadata by DOI - starting from the DOI of a publication, VisualBib needs
to retrieve metadata such as the title, the publication year, the list of co-authors (possibly
complete of unique identifiers), the type of publication (i.e., conference paper, journal paper,
book or book chapter, etc.) and, possibly, other metadata such as keywords, external links,
abstract, metrics;
Citations by DOI - starting from the DOI of a publication, VisualBib would like to retrieve
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(a) Citations or references not provided (b) Number of papers, authors, co-authored papers, collaborations, citations, etc.
Table 2: List of the low-level data analysis tasks supported by VisualBib compared with those provided by
a set of well-known bibliographic indexes.
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Authors by name - starting from the name/surname of an author, VisualBib needs to
retrieve the list of corresponding authors, enriched with their ORCiD (Open Researcher and
Contributor ID) and/or internal unique identifier;
Author’s papers by ORCiD - starting from an ORCiD or another author unique identifier,
VisualBib needs to retrieve author’s metadata related to the current affiliation, subject areas,
list of the publications, complete of DOIs and lists of authors, possibly uniquely identified.
Table 3 summarizes, for each platform, the availability of specific data retrieval API
functions with reference to the above specifications. The evaluations have been formulated
analyzing the online available documentation, in some cases rather incomplete, and, where























AMiner ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
CiteSeerX # # # # # # # # # # #
CrossRef    G# G# # # # #  G#
Orcid # # # # # #     #
DBLP # # # # # # G# # # # #
Google Scholar # # # # # # # # # # #
MS Academic      ?   G# G# G#
OpenAire    # G# # G# # # # #
OpenCitations       G#     
Scopus            
WOS            
WOS Lite     # #  ? ? ? ?
Legend:  full provided; G# partially provided; # not provided; ? not well documented, to be verified.
Table 3: Data provided through API services.
Although AMiner provides comprehensive search and mining services for researcher so-
cial networks, and an API service exists [30], at the moment the documentation is not
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adequate to use it. Furthermore, neither CiteSeerX, neither Google Scholar provide an API
service for supporting third-party applications, while CrossRef and Orcid appear be almost
complementary: in fact, the API Rest services [31] of CrossRef retrieve the metadata of a
publication given its DOI and, if available, get the references to the cited papers. It is also
possible to retrieve the list of publications of an author given the ORCiD but not search
by name/surname. On the other hand, Orcid provides search service of authors that have
registered an ORCiD code: in this case it is possible to retrieve their metadata and a list
(possibly incomplete) of their publications in the form of collections of DOIs. Orcid APIs
do not provide any service to retrieve metadata about papers.
DBLP offers an API service for the research of authors and publications. Unfortunately
the service is based on textual queries and the DOI or ORCiD identifiers cannot be used
as search keys although these information are often provided in the responses. This fact,
together with the lack of data concerning the cited/citing documents, makes its integration
in VisualBib difficult.
According to the documentation, the integration with VisualBib of Microsoft Academic could
be feasible through the Evaluate method of Paper and Author entities although some sig-
nificant fields, like ORCiD and citing references, appear to be absent. We plan to verify the
feasibility of an effective interfacing with the Microsoft Academic APIs in the future work.
The current API version of OpenAire offers the retrieval of publications metadata but pro-
vides limited features for author search and disambiguation. However, a forthcoming API
release has been announced with improvements; we will analyze the new services in the fu-
ture work.
OpenCitations provides a REST API service to query the internal corpus. For each data
retrieval task, VisualBib prepares and submits a list of specific SPARQL queries to the single
OCC API endpoint and extracts the needed metadata from the JSON responses. Scopus
offers a rich set of API [32] to retrieve authors and papers metadata, including references
and citations. The API services of Scopus require that the HTTP API calls must originate
from an IP address inside the domain of a subscriber organization, in order to be processed.
For subscribers, the data provided by Scopus API are complete, returning rich metadata
about papers, authors, references and citing documents.
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Also WOS [22] provides a rich set of task based APIs to query more than 70 million records.
The recently published WOS API Expanded is a commercial service that could provide
all the VisualBib’s needed data. A problem arises from the mechanism used to authorize
applications to access the indexes, based on an API key. In absence of other protection
mechanisms, the integration of the WOS API in VisualBib, would result in a exposure of
WOS’s data to not subscribers users, in contrast to their data policy. For this reason, now
we are exploring possible alternative technical solutions that are compatible with the terms
of use of the service. Unfortunately, the service offered by WOS API Lite returns only a
restricted subset of WOS metadata: for example, all cited/citing references are not provided.
Based on this analysis, we decided to implement at first the procedures to query and
retrieve data from Scopus and OpenCitations as these fully meet all the specifications; then,
observing the complementarity of the data provided by CrossRef and Orcid, we decided
to use them in combination, performing authors searches on Orcid and papers metadata
retrievals from CrossRef.
5. Introducing zz-structures and modelling VisualBib
We model VisualBib using contextual data structures, called zz-structures.
5.1. Zz-structures
Zz-structures were first proposed by Ted Nelson [33, 34] and then revisited in succes-
sive works [35, 36]: they introduce an intrinsically non-hierarchical, graph-centric system
of conventions for data and computing. As proved in [37], zz-structures are general data
structures, since subsume lists, 2D arrays, trees, polyarchies, and all edge-coloured directed
multigraphs. Furthermore, they enable to associate semantic interconnections between ver-
tices (for example, papers and authors); manage, in a holistic view, different contextual
dimensions which can be simply highlighted on demand; focusing the attention on a specific
item, offer local comprehensive view; and, finally, represent a general conceptual model to,
formally and informally, describe our knowledge domain.
A zz-structure can be thought as a space filled with cells, called zz-cells, connected
into linear sequences. Cells are connected together with links of the same color into linear
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sequences called dimensions. A single series of cells connected in the same dimension is called
rank: a rank is in a particular dimension and a dimension may contain many different ranks.
The starting and the ending cells of a rank are called headcell and tailcell, respectively, and
the versus from the starting (ending) to the ending (starting) cell is called posward (negward).
A simple example of zz-structure is proposed in Figure 4, left. Normal, dotted and thick edges
Figure 4: An example of zz-structure (left) - Two compound cells are connected with v8 (right).
represent three different spatial dimensions [37], and describe different semantic ties [35]. In
our example, d.thick is composed of two ranks {v1, v2, v3, v6} and {v4, v5}, and one isolated
vertex v7; d.normal is composed of two ranks and no isolated vertex: the first rank is a
path {v1, v4}, the second one is a ringrank {v2, v3, v5, v6, v7}; finally, d.dotted contains a rank
{v1, v4, v5, v6} and three isolated zz-cells v2, v3, v7.
Special zz-cells are the maincells, headcells of tailcells, which stand for the whole (a
maincell is expected to be connected directly to its supporting cells), the composite cells,
which contain more than one type of data; and compound cells, which contain cells or,
in general, zz-structures. In this paper, a compound cell is addressed by the following
notation: a ring over the letter v̊ denotes a compound cell, and V̊ a set of compound cells.
In Figure 4, right, is shown an example containing two typologies of compound cells v̊ 1 and
v̊ 2: the first is composed by a zz-structure and is linked to the cell v8 by the dimension
d.dotted; the second groups a set of cells semantically joint from the dimension d.dashed,
the same that connects v8 to it.
5.2. Modelling a visual bibliography using zz-structures
A bibliography can be thought of as a network of authors and papers, interconnected by
citing/cited dimensions and containing, for each paper, details for associating to it author-
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ship, title, DOI, editorial collocation, repositories on which it is indexed, etc.. Preliminary
formal definitions are present in [35].
Definition 1. Visual Bibliography - A visual bibliography VB is as a zz-structure, where
• V = {A,P,DE, P̊C, C̊P}, the finite set of vertices, is composed by:
– a finite set of authors A, papers P , and details DE, associated to the papers. DE
is constituted by composite cells;
– P̊C and C̊P are compound cells, containing, for each paper:
∗ the set of PC - Papers Cited by it;
∗ the set of its CP - its Citing Papers.
• D = {d.a1, . . . , d.an, d.time, d.cited, d.citing, d.details, d.author-l, d.title-l, d.ID-l, d.doi-
l}, where:
– d.a1, . . . , d.an identify the dimensions, which group the publications of the authors
a1, . . . an; each of these last is the maincell of each dimensions;
– d.time is constituted by the parallel ranks d.t1, . . ., d.tm, which group the papers
of the bibliography published during each year t1, . . . , tm; these time marks are
the maincells of each rank;
– d.cited and d.citing respectively connect each paper to the sets of the papers cited
by it and that cite it; these two dimensions are constituted by parallel ranks, one
for each paper;
– d.details is constituted by parallel ranks. Each paper is associated to a composite
cell, containing specific details, which link to external information:
∗ d.author-l: this dimension is constituted by parallel ranks: each author is
connected to a related Web page on the repository which the paper has been
retrieved from (Scopus, OpenCitations or CrossRef/ORCiD);
∗ d.title-l and d.ID-l link to the paper’s Web page on the repository, respec-
tively using as access key the title or the ID of the paper in the specific
repository;
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∗ d.doi-l links to the DOI webpage of the paper.
Futhermore, VB becomes operational thanks the two sets of views and mechanisms,
introduced in next Section 6.
Figure 5 proposes an example of bibliography, represented in terms of a zz-structure. The
Figure 5: An example of bibliography represented using a zz-structure.
zz-cells of the bibliography are 4 authors {a1, . . . , a4}, 8 papers {p1, . . . , p8}, and 2 compound
cells {̊pc5, c̊p5}, composed by subsets of papers, respectively cited by/citing the paper p5.
Following Figure 5, we analyze the involved dimensions:
• a1, . . . a4 represent the maincells of the four dimensions d.a1, . . . d.a4; each of them
groups the publications of the related author. For example, the dimension of the
author a1 is composed by (a1, p1, p4, p5, p8, p7, p6);
• d.t1, d.t2, d.t3 represent the three parallel ranks related to the papers published in the
years t1, t2, and t3;
• d.cited connects the paper p5 to the compound cell p̊c5, containing the list of its
references (p1, p2, p3), while d.citing connects p5 to c̊p5, containing the papers (p7, p8),
which cite p5;
• d.details: p5 is associated to a composite cell, containing its details, which link to
external information:
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– d.author1-l, d.author2-l, and d.author4-l connect the 3 authors a1, a2, and a4 to
their Web pages on the repository which the papers have been retrieved from;
– d.title-l and d.ID-l link to the paper’s Web page on the repository;
– d.doi-l links to the DOI Web page of the paper.
Besides these main dimensions, the model owns a wider potential, provided by the possibility
to identify new ways to semantically connect and visualize relations among authors, papers,
and relative metadata. For instance, papers might be related using “subject areas”, “key-
words”, “users’ tags” dimensions, generating customized narrative views based on personal
labelling of papers.
6. Zz-views in VisualBib
Zz-structures generate a pseudo-space that is somewhat comprehensible visually; there
is no canonical viewing mechanism for zz-structures [34], although typical views are the two
2D cursor-centric views, called I-view (or row view) and the H-view (or column view) [34].
These two views make use of 2 spatial dimensions at a time, and locally flatten a subset of
the neighbourhood around a cursor (i.e. a selected node). More specifically they visualize
the subset of nodes that are connected to the cursor’s node via edges along the two chosen
dimensions. This subset of nodes is embedded in a (non-Euclidean) 2D manifold, which is
then displayed in a flat, 2D view [37]. The concepts and the formal definitions of these views
have been introduced in [37, 38], and extended in [39] into n-dimensions H-views and I-views.
Many more views are possible. In [40], there are formally introduced other two views, the
star view and the m-extended star view.
Below we formally introduce two new, and general, views, conceived and formalized for
VisualBib; we remind interested readers to [3, 41] for the formal description of the topological
constraints, associated to these two views.
Definition 2. Deep view - Given a zz-structure S, if ∃
1. a compound cell v̊, constituted by a set of cells {v1, . . . , vm}, joint by the unique
common color ck;
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2. a cell v ∈ V and edge of the same color ck, which links (̊v , v) (or indifferently, (v, v̊));
then the deep view of focus v and dimension d.k displays a graph, where:
• V = {v, v1, . . . , vm};
• E = {(vj, v)|j = 1, . . . ,m} (or resp. E = {(v, vj)|j = 1, . . . ,m}).
In the Definition 2, we use the same letter for the cell v and the compound cell v̊, to indicate
that the cells contained in the compound cell v̊ and the v are semantically connected by any
same color/dimension.
An example of deep view is shown in Figure 6: on the left we consider an extract of the
Figure 6: p5 is connected with p̊c5 by d.cited (left); the deep view explodes the connections (rigth).
zz-structure of the Figure 5, where p̊c5 and p5 are connected by the dimension d.cited. On
the right, is displayed the deep view, where the citation link is exploded in three links.
Definition 3. Narrative view - Given a zz-structure S, which contains:
• a set V = P ∪A of items p1, p2, . . . , p|P |, |P | 6= 0, each of them attributable to specific
agent(s) a1, a2, . . . , a|A|, |A| 6= 0, and associated to a specific time mark t1, t2, . . . , t|T |,
|T | 6= 0;




i , one for each
time mark;
a complete narrative view displays:
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1. a horizontal timeline t1, t2, . . . , tm, drawn left to right; under each ti, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, in
vertical, is positioned the parallel rank Rtii , belonging to the time dimension d.time,
and containing all the items p ∈ P , marked by ti;
2. ∀p ∈ P the dimensions d.a1, d.a2, . . . , d.an as linear paths that links any agent to all
its items d.ai, p. The linear paths are time ordered;
3. ∀ (̊p, p) (or ∀(p, p̊)), that respects the constraints 1 and 2 of Definition 2, the relative
deep views.
On a narrative view is possible to apply different filters in order to visualize part of the view,
excluding from it for example the author dimensions, or one or more deep views.
7. Architecture and Implementation
VisualBib is organized as a single page Web application, based on HTML5, CSS3 and
SVG (Scalar Vector Graphics) W3C standard languages and Javascript ES6; it makes use of
AJAX techniques to perform HTTP/CORS [42] calls to data providers in order to retrieve
needed papers and authors metadata. Although the most of the VisualBib Web application
runs on the user’s browser, a server-side is provided to offer some cloud services as the
saving and retrieving of bibliographies, their indexing and sharing besides the tracing of the
errors/exceptions in the application. Figure 7 shows the architecture of VisualBib and its
main modules, which we describe in next Subsections 7.1-7.8.
7.1. Data providers
In the following we describe specific features and issues related to each provider.
Scopus. Scopus marks all publications with a unique record id, called Scopus id that is a
numeric code which is part of the EID (Electronic id). Authors are marked with a numeric
code called author id. Where available Scopus provides (or can be queried by) universal
identifiers for papers (DOI) and authors (ORCiD).
VisualBib interfaces with Scopus through a series of API calls [32] to get needed data:
Abstract Retrieval API to retrieve detailed metadata of a paper given its Scopus id or its
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Figure 7: The architecture of the VisualBib application.
DOI; Scopus Search API to retrieve the references to cited and citing papers of a specific
publication; Author Retrieval API to get detailed metadata of an author and a list of his/her
publications; Author Search API to search authors given their name and surname.
Being the API calls generated on the client side of the application, Scopus only accepts
API requests originating from domains of subscribers, according to the data policy. Fur-
thermore, to avoid misuse of data, the platform introduces some limitations to each API
endpoint by fixing quotas for the number of queries per week and per second.
OpenCitations. VisualBib implements the retrieve operations from the OpenCitations Cor-
pus [27] submitting queries to a single API endpoint which accepts SPARQL queries. Vi-
sualBib uses 8 different query types to get all the needed metadata about papers, citations,
authors searched by name or ORCiD and their lists of publications. A known issue in the
OCC indexes is the presence of multiple identifiers for a same author: in this case it is nec-
essary to consider all the candidates, examine and import related publications and finally
join the duplicate author entries by applying the “Match author” procedure.
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CrossRef and Orcid. Observing the complementarity of the APIs provided by CrossRef and
Orcid APIs, we combined their services to implement a third data source. In particular
VisualBib performs the search of authors by name using Orcid API [43] and then, after the
disambiguation of the results, queries both Orcid and CrossRef APIs to retrieve the list of
the papers’ DOIs of the selected author. The results from the two sources are merged and
their metadata are retrieved, one by one, from CrossRef, querying it by DOI. Due to this,
the retrieval of the publications of an author from CrossRef/Orcid can result slow because
it requires a http request/response for each paper: a stop button is available to interrupt
the current operation and obtain a partial list of results. About the search of cited/citing
papers of a selected one, currently CrossRef can only provide, if available, the list of its cited
papers and not those citing it. Consequently the corresponding list in the selection form,
see Figure 2, will always result empty.
7.2. AJAX requests management
The interaction with external sources to get real-time data implies the execution of cross-
site HTTP calls that must be managed through CORS [42] specific headers to overcome the
browser security restrictions. VisualBib must receive the Access-Control-Allow-Origin header
in order to access the data in each response. Being OpenCitations, CrossRef and Orcid APIs
open services, the header above is automatically generated by servers without the need of
authentication. Scopus APIs need to receive a previously registered API key in each request
in order to authorize the specific domain, declared through the Origin header that must
match the registered one. This module is also responsible for the preparation of the AJAX
requests for the various data provider, each characterized by specific endpoints, parameters
and request formats and for the retrieval of long lists of results, generally returned in small
chunks, through a series of repeated requests to be triggered recursively.
7.3. Metadata extraction and homogenization
This module provides the necessary data extraction from the JSON flow of data coming
from the various data providers. The loading of long data streams is accomplished by
multiple recursive requests managed by the module described above. In order to avoid
simultaneous API calls and achieve a clearer status reporting to users, this module blocks
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new search requests until the current data receiving and extraction is complete. Furthermore
this module is responsible of the homogenization of the data from different sources, for
example by decoding the identifiers of the typologies.
7.4. Data merging and filtering
During the loading of new authors and papers, users are asked to filter the retrieved data
by means of selection lists in order to pick the significant items from the results.
This module performs the integration of new data through a series of checks with the
current dataset in order to correctly insert and merge the new information, possibly avoiding
the introduction of redundancy. It also manages the exceptions that could arise and ensures
the consistency of the dataset during the importing and the deletions of papers, the merging
of duplicated authors and the import from external BibTeX files.
7.5. Internal dataset
The internal dataset contains all the data needed to represent the current bibliography.
The dataset is organized through a set of object oriented Javascript data structures that
reflect the zz-structure described in previous Section 5. At this lower abstraction level,
zz-cells are objects, organized in arrays and connected each others through references.
For papers, VisualBib manages a set of significant metadata: title (with external link),
publication year, abstract, authors (with links), subject areas, Scopus or OC ids (with links),
DOI (as link), issn, references list and source list. The links connect the metadata to the
corresponding resource on the external index.
For authors, the dataset contains: first, middle and surname (with link), preferred name,
affiliation, ORCiD, local id, subject areas and the list of the considered papers.
7.6. Graphic engine and Narrative diagram
To implement VisualBib we have chosen D3.js [44, 45], a the modular JavaScript library
for creating interactive documents with a strong emphasis on the HTML, SVG, and CSS Web
standards. Similarly to JQuery, D3 provides a powerful DOM selection mechanism based
on declarative CSS patterns, a rich library of methods to create complex graphical repre-
sentations and layouts and to act, with the same syntax, both on single DOM elements and
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on sets of them. We recently experimented the D3js versatility in realizing the application
AppInventory [46, 47]. In order to generate the narrative diagrams, generally characterized
by a limited number of elements, we adopted SVG standard which provides all the needed
geometric elements to represent the cells and their interconnections.
The graphic engine maps the internal data model into the narrative view; previously
informally shown in the previous Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3, and formally in the Def-
inition 3. The papers items are represented by groups of SVG elements being rendered by
round-cornered squares combined with appropriate icons. Each paper has associated a series
of event handlers to manage users actions and apply style properties to the current element
and to the connected ones, to make visible paper details and icons to trigger further ac-
tions. Transition and animation effects have been introduced to improve the user experience
through a progressive highlighting of the semantically connected items. The authorship and
citation relations between papers are rendered with a SVG path element which describes
smooth cubic Bezier curves connecting the respective icons. The paths, as shown in Fig-
ure 3, are opportunely stylized and colored and, in order to reduce the complexity of the
representation, any multiple relationships (for example same authors for subsequent papers)
generates overlapped paths.
7.7. Local modules
VisualBib has a simple Save on localstorage feature (see Figure 1): it enables users
to store the current bibliography in a permanent (preserved in different sessions), erasable
but nor shareable space, useful for frequent savings. Furthermore, are present the Author
matching wizard and the Import/Export in BibTeX format function, introduced in Sec-
tion 3.
7.8. Cloud services
VisualBib includes some server side modules, in order to store and retrieve the visual
bibliographies. User diagrams are represented in JSON format and described by title, email
address relative to the owner, last saving date and two unique urls: every time a new
bibliography is saved clicking on the Save on cloud button (see Figure 1), the user is asked
to specify an e-mail address; the system saves the bibliography in a MySql database and
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generates a couple of unique urls for future accesses and/or for sharing with other users
in both read-write and read-only mode. Users may also require, clicking on the Email my
bibliog. button (see Figure 1), to receive the complete list of their saved bibliographies.
8. User evaluation
We have carried out two different studies in order to evaluate the impact of our approach.
In both studies, in addition to VisualBib, we have considered the Scopus Web platform [21]
for bibliographic searches in order to evaluate some usability aspects of our visual approach
compared to a traditional one. The choice of Scopus as the second platform on which to
conduct the tests is motivated by the advanced search features that it makes available and
the possibility to evaluate both platforms with a common dataset. The first study, described
in [3, 4], was a qualitative study in which the participants were divided in two groups in order
to evaluate separately some usability aspects of VisualBib and Scopus Web platforms. The
second study, described in this paper, involves a larger group of participants who faced with
a series of bibliographic search problems on both platforms: we also collected quantitative
data about the execution times of each task as well as some feedback on their user experience.
In this case, in order to collect more aware opinions and ratings, we chose to involve each
participant in the evaluation of both platforms to inform them about the distinguishing
features and let them experiment the two alternative approaches before evaluating each one.
It is important to clarify that the tasks performed by the participants involved only a
subset of the features of the two platforms; for this reason, the usability results apply only
to the considered aspects. Both studies were carried out on VisualBib 2.0 version which did
not include the histogram, the area chart and the counters of the collaborations of the single
authors, introduced in version 2.1.
8.1. Study aims
The main questions to try to give answer are:
• Is the VisualBib application effective to deal with some specific bibliographic searches?
We made a comparison with the time employed for the same operations in the Scopus
Web platform;
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• Is there a significant difference in usability between VisualBib and Scopus, computed
by a standard questionnaire such as SUS?
• Is the novel VisualBib interface appreciated by users and considered innovative?
• How important are considered by the users some general features and how much are
they perceived present in VisualBib and in Scopus?
8.2. Study design and data analysis
The participants were recruited on a voluntary basis among undergraduate students,
students of the last year of high school participating to university orientation programs, and
librarians of University of Udine: altogether they were 93, aged between 18 and 56 years.
The questionnaire was organized in two main sections, the first dedicated to VisualBib
and the second to Scopus: for both the platforms, the participants were asked to answer,
for the quantitative evaluation, 5 questions, after having performed 5 tasks (T1, . . . , T5);
and, for the qualitative evaluation, to answer the 9 items of the SUS−01 test, 6 items on
user experience (U1, . . . , U4) and aspects of graphical layout (G1 and G2), and finally 7
items (F1, . . . , F7) on specific features of the application. In order to get comparable data,
the tasks T1 . . . T5 were exactly the same in VisualBib and Scopus, except for the provided
input data.
Before starting the experiment we organized a live presentation to illustrate the Web
interfaces and to demonstrate some use cases to the participants; then we asked them to
perform a series of training activities (the same for both the applications), consisting of
bibliographic searches, similar to T1 . . . T5, described below.
Five quantitative search tasks. The five tasks regarding specific searches required the filling,
on a Web form, of a numerical answer. Before performing each task, users were asked to
read and understand the question; then to insert the start time (hour, minutes and seconds),
find the solution of the search task using VisualBib, insert the answer, and finally report the
time at the end of the activity. In order to acquire effective times, the form did not accept
wrong or empty answers, forcing the user to find the correct value. In the following T1 . . . T5
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items, the notation Ai indicates a generic author described by name, surname, Scopus Id,
affiliation and subject-area.
T1 Most productive year : consider the publications of the author A1. In which year did
he/she write the highest number of papers?
T2 Number of publications in collaboration: consider again the publications of the author
A1 in a specified time interval. How many of them were written in collaboration with
author A2?
T3 Self citations of a paper : consider the paper P1 of the author A1, published in a specified
year. How many times has it been self-cited in other papers by A1?
T4 Textual search in a set of authors : consider, besides the previous author A1, the author
A2 and the papers written by them, independently or in collaboration, in a specified
time interval: how many of them contain a given word in the title?
T5 Typology of papers for a set of authors : consider again the authors A1 and A2: how many
papers of type Book did they write, in collaboration or independently, in a specified
time interval?
Since we consider the tasks T4 and T5 possibly complex to carry out on the Scopus platform,
the participants could leave the answers empty: in this case we discarded the time measure-
ments related to both platforms. Figure 8 shows the distributions of the execution times of
the five tasks for the two platforms, discarding the higher outlier data to improve readability
of the graphs. The boxes represent the interval between 1st and 3rd quartiles, the black
line is the median of the distribution while the circles represents outliers. Having verified
that the distributions of the time difference were not normally distributed, we applied the
non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to verify if the difference of execution times on
the two platforms were significant for each task. Table 4 summarizes the results: considering
a 95% confidence interval, we can conclude that the execution times for each task performed
on Scopus were significantly higher to those performed on VisualBib platform.
Nine qualitative items related to SUS−01. The perceived usability level of the application
using a simplified version of the well-known SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaire [48].
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1 93 18.3s 2631 0.0002168 0.05 rejected
2 93 4.3s 2334 0.03789 0.05 rejected
3 93 26.7s 2700 0.002174 0.05 rejected
4 83 36.1s 2380 0.0003554 0.05 rejected
5 84 52.2s 2290 0.0002627 0.05 rejected
* Empty answers on tasks T4 and T5 (optional for Scopus) were discarded
Table 4: The results of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test applied to task execution times on VisualBib (tvb) and
Scopus (tsc) on the null-hypothesis H0 : tvb ≥ tsc
We discarded the first item of the standard SUS, “I think I would like to use this system
frequently”, to avoid a distortion of the scores in case the system under study is one that
would only be used infrequently, and we used the remaining 9 items of the questionnaire
with five response options for respondents. Lewis and Sauro [49] studied the effects of drop-
ping an item from the standard SUS questionnaire: specifically, when leaving out the first
question, they measured a mean difference from the score the full SUS survey of -0.66 points,
considering a 95% confidence interval.
The SUS−01 value was computed for each participant and platform, with the formula:
SUS−01 =
(∑4
k=0 (5− A2k+1) +
∑4








1st Qu. 58.00 33.00
Median 67.00 42.00
Mean 67.8 43.11
Std. dev. 16.04 15.52
3rd Qu. 81.00 53.00
Max 100.00 83.00
Figure 9: The parameters of the SUS−01 distributions (left) and their comparison (right).
(strongly agree); the odd items refer to negative tone questions, even ones to positive tone
questions. The distributions, for the two platforms, are summarized in Figure 9. In order to
Figure 10: SUS−01: the comparative distributions of answers to the odd items, negative tone (left), and to
the even items, positive tone (right).
compare the results we applied a hypothesis t-test for the difference between the means µv and
µs (the VisualBib and Scopus SUS−01 means), fixing the null hypothesis H0 : µs ≥ µv. We
have previously verified the normal distribution of the two samples using the Shapiro-Wilk
normality test obtaining the W test statistics Wscopus ' 0.987 and Wvisualbib ' 0.972 that are
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within the 99% acceptance interval [0.9631, 1.0000] of the normal distribution hypothesis.
The test statistic t ' 10.8 corresponding to a p-value' 10−5 which is less than the chosen
significance level α = 0.01 leading us to reject H0 in favour of the alternative hypothesis
H1 : µs < µv. Regarding the absolute values of SUS−01 means, their relatively low values
probably reflect the difficulty of a part of the participants in dealing with bibliographic search
tasks. Figure 10 shows the comparative distribution of the answers to single SUS−01 odd
and even items. Six specific qualitative items. The items are described in Figure 11; four
Figure 11: The comparative distributions of answers to the U1, . . . , U4 (left), and to G1 and G2 (right).
of them focused on the user experience (U1, U2, U3, U4) and the last two on the aesthetic
and the innovative aspects of the graphical layout (G1, G2). The same Figure 11 shows the
distributions of the answers for the U1, U3 (positive tone); U2, U4 (negative tone); and G1
and G2.
Seven features. The participants were asked to attribute a value to seven general features
(F1, . . . , F7) and then to quantify the perceived level of each features presence in the
two platforms. The seven features taken in consideration are present in Figure 12, which
also summarizes the given answers with regard to the level of importance and of presence
attributed by the users to the 7 identified features. For the value attributed to features, the
5 level descriptors come from 1=not important at all to 5=absolutely important, while, for
the level of presence in each application, from 1=not present at all to 5=predominant.
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Figure 12: The distributions of attributed values to features and of the perceived level of presence in both
platforms.
9. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we proposed VisualBib, a Web application which offers some original
features to support the researchers in creating, saving and sharing their bibliography, starting
from a set of papers and authors. The user evaluation carried out and presented in this work
and in [3] highlights the positive impact of our visual model and the usability of the narrative
views. We are already working on new features and improvements of VisualBib: we planned
to expand the list of the repositories to query, to extend the set of considered metadata, to
provide statistics data, to introduce tags and semantic data for papers to cluster and reorder
them and, finally, to experiment with new forms of visual representation in order to improve
the fruition of bibliographic information also for wider bibliographies.
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